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problem is analysed. It may be regarded as raising a question of
form or interpretation to be governed by the Bills of Exchange
Act, 1882; or as the transfer of a chattel, in which case the
lex situs will be applicable; or as an assignment of a contractual
right and therefore subject to the proper law of the contract.
Koechlin v. Kestenbaum? the latest decision on the  matter,
definitely treats the question as one of form or interpretation,
and the doubt whether the Court of Appeal did not reach this
conclusion by reading too much into the earlier authorities is
one that can be resolved only by the House of Lords.
Trend of    The cases which were decided before the Bills of Exchange
beforeBiS Act aPPear to show, on the whole, that the question was deter-
of ex- mined by that system of law which regulates the original con-
change Act tract Of the maker or the acceptor, according as the instrument
was a promissory note or a bill of exchange. On principle
this would seem to be the correct solution, and it is the one
inland which has been suggested in the analogous case of debts.2 It
blUswas supported by-Lush J. with great cogency in Lebel v.
Tucker* A bill, which was drawn, accepted and payable in
England, had been indorsed in France, and in an action
brought here by the indorsee against the acceptor, the question
was whether the validity of the indorsement fell to be deter-
mined by English or by French law. The decision was in
favour of English law.
'Now,' said Lush J., 'the contract on which the present defendant,
the acceptor, is sued, was made in England. The contract which the
drawer proposes is this: He says: "Pay a certain sum at a certain date to
my order." The acceptor makes this contract his own by putting his
name as acceptor, and his contract, if expanded in words, is: "I under-
take at the maturity of the bill to pay to the person who shall be the
holder under an indorsement from you, the payee, made according to
the law merchant." How can that contract of the acceptor be varied by
the circumstance that the indorsement is made in a country where the
law is different from the law of England?'*
Later he added:
'So here, the contract of the acceptor, having been made in England,
must be governed by the English law. It would be anomalous to say
that a contract made in this country could be affected by the circulation
1 [19573 i K.B. 899; infra, pp. 505-7.
* Supra, pp. 496-9.
3	lebd v. Tucker (i 867), L.R. 3 Q.B. 77. To the same effect was De la Chau-
mttev. Bank of'England'(1831), 2 B. & Ad. 385.
4	Lebel v. Tucker, supra, at p. 84,

